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Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the
publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product.Implement an Effective Security Metrics Project or ProgramIT Security Metrics provides
a comprehensive approach to measuring risks, threats, operational activities, and the
effectiveness of data protection in your organization. The book explains how to choose and
design effective measurement strategies and addresses the data requirements of those
strategies. The Security Process Management Framework is introduced and analytical
strategies for security metrics data are discussed. You'll learn how to take a security metrics
program and adapt it to a variety of organizational contexts to achieve continuous security
improvement over time. Real-world examples of security measurement projects are included in
this definitive guide.Define security metrics as a manageable amount of usable dataDesign
effective security metricsUnderstand quantitative and qualitative data, data sources, and
collection and normalization methodsImplement a programmable approach to security using the
Security Process Management FrameworkAnalyze security metrics data using quantitative and
qualitative methodsDesign a security measurement project for operational analysis of security
metricsMeasure security operations, compliance, cost and value, and people, organizations,
and cultureManage groups of security measurement projects using the Security Improvement
ProgramApply organizational learning methods to security metrics

From the PublisherLance Hayden, Ph.D., CISSP, CISM, is a Solutions Architect and Information
Scientist with Cisco System's World Wide Security Practice where he helps Cisco's customers
make informed decisions about their security operations. In addition to his private sector
experience, he teaches at the University of Texas and is a former HUMINT officer with the
Central Intelligence Agency.About the AuthorLance Hayden, Ph.D., CISSP, CISM, is a Solutions
Architect and Information Scientist with Cisco System's World Wide Security Practice where he
helps Cisco's customers make informed decisions about their security operations. In addition to
his private sector experience, he teaches at the University of Texas and is a former HUMINT
officer with the Central Intelligence Agency.
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David J. Elfering, “Powerful, practical and actionable. I've been running a security program for
over 10 years and once in a while a book or reference comes along that truly helps me in my
work.Lance Hayden's "IT Security Metrics" is one of those. My expectations were not terribly
high as I've found most other metrics materials quickly devolve into near academic debate
fodder. Thankfully in being able to preview a sample on the Kindle I was sold pretty quickly.There
is a prescriptive quality to the book that makes me stop as I'm reading to make notes and begin
working on them. Despite his exhaustive academic background it seems Mr. Hayden also has a
very solid real-world experience and blends the two in a way that I do not often see. Therein lays
the value of this book in my opinion. Rather than simply telling us how to continue to slog
through the daily barrage, or taking a highly ethereal, idealistic high ground position, this book
describes in practical terms how we as security practitioners can systematically improve.More
importantly Mr. Hayden puts this improvement process purely in the context of the business we
are there to support. Far too often security authors seem indifferent to the business implications
of the art that we practice.If you are looking for an A to Z checklist, this isn't for you. If you are an
experienced IT security person then the methods and approach Lance Hayden suggests will
take immediate root. It quite simply makes sense. There are some books that I have to force
myself to pick up, this is one of those that I have to force myself to put down.My only suggestion
to Mr. Hayden -- turn this into a workshop!”

Pamela, “Solidly written & well presented book for IT Professionals essentials. Solidly written
and well presented book for IT Professionals to convey the essentials and apply the practical
framework of IT Security metrics to keep the eye on the ball in a quickly changing business and
IT landscape. I loaned it to my team and other colleagues who gained a different appreciation of
the value, effort and also individual responsibilities required to ensure an enterprises IT security.”

Dr. G. Hinson, “IT security metrics supporting business objectives. I cite this book often in my
metrics courses, specifically for its eloquent description of applying the GQM Goal-Question-
Metric approach in the context of IT security. GQM is an excellent way to tease out and elaborate
on the business objectives for IT security, leading to metrics with a genuine purpose and value
other than someone's personal preferences. It runs out of steam when it comes to choosing
between, shortlisting and selecting from the plethora of possible metrics that GQM generates ...
but we picked up that very thread in 
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Steven H. Parker, “Great Insight to Metrics Framework. In my search for a complete book on
Information Security Metrics this was my third. I wish it was my first, it would have been the only
one I needed, I couldn't put it down. Dr. Hayden's writing and messages are clear, well written,
engaging, and downright USEFUL! Theory and Real world examples(from Cisco) are presented
in a clear, engaging style. This book sits on my desk and I refer to it often as my Metrics program
develops. If you need a book on this topic, this is THE ONE. Well Done!”

Valdez Ladd, “A great reference and how to implement a security metrics project or program. A
great reference and how to implement a security metrics project or program. My first of several
book exploring this area.It stands the test of time and is still used and re-read for sections when
needed professionally.It delivers as promised.”

Blue Skyes, “as well as processes and funny anecdotes. I highly recommended it. I am an
experienced software professional, but a security newbie. This book will give you concrete
advice, as well as processes and funny anecdotes. I highly recommended it.”

ReaderX, “Rahmenwerk für die Messung und Bewertung der Informationssicherheit. Heyden
stellt in seinem Buch ein Rahmenwerk für die Messung und Bewertung der
Informationssicherheit vor. Das Rahmenwerk ' das Security Process Management Framework -
besteht aus ausführlich im Buch behandelten Aspekten, u.a.:- Definition und Design von
Metriken für Informationssicherheit gemäß Goal-Question-Paradigma mit zahlreichen
Beispielen.- Diskussion und Ableitung einer Metrik-basierten Bewertung der Compliance und
Konformität mit den für Informationssicherheit relevanten Standards und Normen.- Einführung in
die statistischen Grundlagen der Datenanalyse.- Design, Aufbau und Betrieb eines Security
Measurement Project (SMP) wird mit einem Model zur ständigen Verbesserung der
Informationssicherheit, dem sog. Security Improvement Programm, verknüpft.Das Buch bietet
einen umfassenden Ansatz zur Messung von Risiken und Bedrohungen in der
Informationssicherheit. Gleichzeitig beschreibt es Strategien und Methoden zur Messung der
Wirksamkeit von Prozessen und Maßnahmen zur Gewährleistung von Datensicherheit. Der
analytisch-methodische Teil ist um eine Diskussion aktueller Standards ergänzt.Dem
interessierten Leser empfiehlt sich an dieser Stelle auch der deutschsprachige Titel "



  
  
Metriken - der Schlüssel zum erfolgreichen Security und Compliance Monitoring: Design,
Implementierung und Validierung in der Praxis
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The book by Lance Hayden has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 28 people have provided feedback.
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